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A B S T R A C T

The modern companies manufacturing products for automotive industry more and more 

often use innovative methods of mathematical simulation. Such methods allow to cut es-

sentially temporal and financial expenses for designing of constructions and corresponding 

production technologies, as well as to minimize risks of fabrication of reject products [1–4]. 

Especial attention is paid to the processes and operations forming functional and technologi-

cal parameters of manufactured products, as well as safety characteristics [5, 6]. Forming of 

an integral assembly mainly using plastic deformation via rolling-up is considered as such 

operation applying to production processes of ball joints.

This direction is examined not very good, despite its relevance. Review of open-access 

sources has revealed presence of the one mathematical model for forming of integral as-

sembly [7]. This well-known mathematical model has several substantial disadvantages that 

can be removed taking into account up-to-date level of scientific knowledge in the field of 

simulation. Thereby the aim of the current work can be formulated as follows: development 

and verification of the mathematical model for forming of integral assemblies of ball joints 

using plastic deformation via rolling-up.
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Theory of the problem

Calculating algorithm of the well-known mathematical 

model for forming of integral assemblies of ball joints using 

plastic deformation via rolling-up is built of the finite element 

method (FEM) [7]. Geometric form of the detail that is in-

tended for search of solution of differential equations is loaded 

in software medium. These differential equations are subjected 

to consequent approximation on finite quantity of elements 

with the simplest geometric form [8, 9]. Interaction between 

the objects is described by the theory of plastic flow and the 

theory of deformation ductility. The solution is presented as 

determination of function values in the points of the elements 

with the simplest geometric form. 

Practical application of the existing mathematical 

model is connected with udsge of the following restrictions:

 • rheological properties of material are described by 

bi-linear stress-strain diagram;

 • deformation of linear scanning of shell collar is 

examined; 

 • one-pass deformation of shell collar is considered.

Usage of bi-linear diagram during execution of mathe-

matical simulation is a wide-spread case of setting rheolog-

ical properties of materials. Diagram building is conducted 

by numerical values of yield strength, tensile strength, elas-

ticity modulus and relative elongation at breaking.

Usage of shell linear scanning is connected with intro-

duction of variations in the kinematic scheme of rolling-up 

roll motion. The motion route of rolling-up roll in simulat-

ing process of integral assembly forming is described by the 

following simplest simultaneous operations: progressive mo-

tion along the axis of shape-forming tool (rolling-up head) 

and self-axis rotation. The route applied in the well-known 

mathematical model [7] implies replacement of rotating mo-

tion around the axis of shape-forming tool (rolling-up head) 

by progressive motion in the direction perpendicular to the 

observing axis. 

It should be mentioned that process simulation for 

shell scanning does not take into account difference in 

the values of critical force for shell in usual state and in 

scanning state. Critical force is understood as the minimal 

force value when the initial equilibrium form becomes 

unstable. The fact when the critical force value for rotat-

ing bodies exceeds the critical force value for bodies in 

scanning state (for the same cross section) is known [10]. 

Confirmation of realization of the requirements preset 

to the integral assembly is one of the problems that is still 

not elucidated in the existing mathematical model. Quality 

of the integral assembly has direct influence on safety pa-

rameters, namely ball stud tear-out force from shell [11, 12].

Discrepancy on this single quality parameter is unaccept-

able.

Mathematical models for determination of ball stud 

tear-out force from shell [13, 14] are known. However, these 

models are applied separately using geometric shape of an 

integral assembly as initial data. Possibility of integration of 

the existing mathematical model in the model for forming 

of an integral assembly is absent, thereby the questions to 

precision of transfer of formed geometric shape of an integral 

assembly are left.
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Up-to-date level of software provision in the field 

of mathematical simulation allows to exclude the part 

of restrictions and to rise thereby precision of obtained 

results. The suggested mathematical model for forming 

of integral assemblies of ball joints using plastic deforma-

tion via rolling-up is realized during two stages. The first 

stage includes forming of an integral assembly, and the 

second stage — calculation of force for its destruction.

Motion kinematics in the mathematical model is 

described by a rolling-up roll, while the components of 

assembled ball joint are motionless. Rolling-up roll ro-

tates around the shell axis with the speed corresponding 

to the speed of rolling-up ball rotation in the simulating 

process; at the same time rolling-up roll rotates around 

its own axis. Rotation of a rolling-up roll can be consid-

ered as “passive”, i.e. it rotates owing to its interaction 

with a shell, not having its own rotation speed. Transfer of 

the rolling-up roll along the shell axis can be realized in ac-

cordance with one of the following routes:

 • rolling-up roll is subjected to the force corresponding 

to the force acting on the roll in real process;

 • rolling-up roll is transferred with the speed corre-

sponding to the transfer speed in real process.

Number of rolling-up rolls in the mathematical model 

corresponds to the number of such rolls envisaged by con-

struction of the rolling-up head. 

The suggested mathematical model for forming of in-

tegral assemblies of ball joints using plastic deformation via 

rolling-up is realized with the following restrictions:

 • shell geometrical shape is presented by deforming col-

lar;

 • rheological properties of accessories are described by 

bi-linear stress-strain diagram;

 • rolling-up rolls are recognized to be absolutely rigid 

(non-deformed) bodies. This allowance is based on the most 

than five-time excess of the yield strength of the rolling-up 

roll material in comparison with the yield strength of the 

shell material.

Detailed description of the experimental technique

Approbation of the mathematical model of the process 

of forming of integral assemblies of ball joints using plastic 

deformation via rolling-up has been realized on ball joints in 

automobiles of “Gazel NEXT” series (fig. 1).

Volumetric mathematical models of shell, thrust washer 

and rolling-up rolls are executed using CAD programs. These 

programs are based on numerical values of dimensions ob-

tained as a result of actual measurements. The formed mod-

els are integrated for calculations in the software medium.

In simulating process the constant force acts of rolling-up 

roll; its value corresponds to this process. Stopping of form-

ing process of an integral assembly occurs by time.

The stud tear-out force from shell is determined for 

geometrical shape of an integrated assembly formed during 

mathematical simulation. Depending on obtained destruc-

tion scheme of an integral assembly, we understand the fol-

lowing explanation for tear-out force:

 • maximal force value when ball stud or ball stud with 

thrust washer are disconnected from shell;

 • maximal force value when ball stud is disconnected 

from a thrust washer.

Description of materials and analytical methods

Geometrical shape of an integral assembly is deter-

mined by dimensions A and B presented on the fig. 2. 

Actual values of these dimensions are determined on the 

empiric ball joint using microscope after segment removal 

as the preparing operation. Determination of the same 

dimensions on the ball joint manufactures via mathemati-

cal simulation is conducted by programming. Precision of 

geometrical shape of mathematically simulated integral 

assembly is evaluated via calculation of percent deviation 

from the empiric results.

Determination of precision of the values of the stud tear-

out force from shell obtained during mathematical simula-

tion is conducted in the same way - via calculation of percent 

deviation from the empiric results. As soon as it is impossible 

to use a ball joint after segment cutting for measurement of 

the stud tear-out force from shell, the new ball joint should be 

manufactured. Measurements of geometrical shape of shell 

and thrust washer as well as diameter of ball stud sphere are 

conducted before forming of the empiric assembly. The new 

volumetric models are created based on the results of these 

measurements; calculated value of the ball stud tear-out 

force from shell will be determined for these models in the 

future. 

Discussion of the results

The integral assemblies obtained via empiric way and 

mathematical simulation are resented on the fig. 3. The 

measurement results of geometric shape of the integral as-

sembly (see fig. 2) are displayed in the tab. 1.

Deviation between the values obtained by empiric way 

and via mathematical simulation is not more than 6.8%. 

Thereby we can conclude that the suggested mathematical 

model has less error in geometrical dimensions of forming in-

tegral assembly in comparison with already known model [7].

Fig. 1. External view of a ball 
joints in automobiles of 
“Gazel NEXT” series

Fig. 2. Evaluated geometrical 
dimensions of an 
integral assembly
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The control results have displayed that the stud tear-out 

force for an integral assembly obtained by empiric way made 

46.6 kN, while the same parameter obtained via mathemati-

cal simulation made 40.8 kN (fig. 4). Deviation between the 

force values for empiric and simulated techniques consti-

tuted 12.4%.

      Conclusion

The suggested mathematical model for forming of in-

tegral assemblies exceeds the already known model [7] in 

precision. Precision of geometrical form based on the ob-

tained results is characterized by the error not more than 

6.8%, while precision of determination of the tear-out force 

has the error not more than 12.4%.
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Fig. 3. Measurements of integral assemblies obtained 
by empiric way (a) and mathematical simulation (b)

Table 1. Measurement results 

of geometric shape of the integral 

assembly

Error, 
%

Con-
trolled 
dimen-

sion

Control results, mm

Integral 
assembly 
obtained 

by empiric 
way

Integral 
assembly 

obtained via 
mathematical 

simulation

А 2.80 2.61 6.8

В 2.04 1.94 4.9

Fi g. 4. Deformation of the integral assembly in the simulating process for determination of the ball stud tear-out force 
 from shell




